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The New York Times Book Review used the phrase “painfully
beautiful” to describe Where the Crawdads Sing by Delia
Owens, and the description could not be any more accurate.
Alternating between the backstory of the “Marsh Girl,” Kya,
and the investigation of local golden-boy Chase Andrews’
death keeps readers curious and enticed. At moments where
Kya starts to form a healthy, yet unstable relationship with her
drunk father or just when an essential piece of evidence
reveals itself, Owens switches timelines. This leaves the
audience with practically no choice but to continue reading in
order to discover what will happen next. Early chapters
contain an abundance of thick imagery, which can become slightly tiring and repetitive, but once the plot
picks up the book is impossible to put down.
Arguably the most impressive trait about Owens’ writing in this novel is the versatility. It could easily be
read in the span of a couple of summer days or deeply, thoroughly consumed for weeks. In addition,
various character foils—intrigued, hopeful Kya vs. gentle, patient Tate vs. eager, two-faced Chase—
provide contrast and context for readers. The subject matter ranges from love stories to nature, and crime
to artistry; however, at its core, the story traces how prejudice affects Kya, ostracizing her from society at
a young age and making her a suspect in Chase’s murder. Taking place in a small, close-knit North
Carolina town ultimately becomes a major element in the outcome of Kya’s story, and although the
resolution may be disappointing to some, it forces the audience to reflect on honesty, motive, and the
justice system.
Individuals who enjoy books like To Kill a Mockingbird would certainly appreciate reading Where the
Crawdads Sing. My favorite aspect of this book would be the fact that it requires individuals to have
empathy and put themselves into the characters’ shoes to truly get the most out of the writing. So, for those
who search for mysteries that contain a much more profound, thought-provoking message than it
appears, I highly recommend Where the Crawdads Sing.

